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Sensor network software update management:
a survey
By Chih-Chieh Han, Ram Kumar, Roy Shea and Mani Srivastava*,†
Software management is a critical task in the system administration
of enterprise-scale networks. Enterprise-scale networks that have
traditionally comprised of large clusters of workstations are expanding to
include low-power ad hoc wireless sensor networks (WSN). The existing
tools for software updates in workstations cannot be used with the
severely resource-constrained sensor nodes. In this article, we survey the
software update techniques in WSNs. We base our discussion around
a conceptual model for the software update tools in WSNs. Three
components of this model that we study are the execution environment at
the sensor nodes, the software distribution protocol in the network and
optimization of transmitted updates. We present the design space of each
component and discuss in-depth the trade-offs that need to be considered
in making a particular design choice. The discussion is interspersed with
references to deployed systems that highlight the design choices.
Copyright © 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Introduction

T

he recent advances in MEMS, microelectronics and the advent of ultra-low-power
radio technologies such as Zigbee have
made sensing, computation and communication
truly pervasive. Wirelessly connected networks
of resource-constrained sensor nodes in various
forms are gradually making their way into the
market and our lives. Technologies such as radio
frequency identification (RFID) are already changing the nature of supply-chain management for
big retailers.1 Intelligent sensor networks are
increasingly being deployed for safeguarding critical infrastructures.2 M2M (machine-to-machine)
networks are being used by Intel to monitor the
health of the expensive fabrication machinery.3
Despite many potential benefits, the success of
sensor network technology hinges upon its ease of
use and maintenance. Indeed, sensor networks
will never succeed if they require constant man-

agement from an entire IT department. The large
scale of sensor networks, the limited resources at
every node, and the deployment in environments
with high access cost, make the task of managing
and operating these systems extremely challenging. This paper focuses on the task of software
updates in wireless sensor network systems. While
software updates to fix bugs and improve features
are common in all systems, sensor networks come
with the additional challenge of updating devices
with limited computational and energy resources.
Tools to help update software in traditional
systems have been used for a number of years.
Enterprise network administrators often need
to check for software updates, download them,
verify the integrity and finally distribute them to
hundreds of nodes in the network. A tool that
helps with this task is the Microsoft Systems
Management Server (SMS).4 SMS includes support
for planning application deployment, selective
targeting of application deployment, security
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patch management and the ability to propagate
differential changes to software rather than the
entire application image. The Tivoli Configuration
Manager5 is another tool from IBM, which provides automatic patch distribution, multicast
based software distribution, and pervasive device
configuration management. Another example is
the HP OpenView Change and Configuration
Management6 tool. In addition to supporting all
major operating systems, HP OpenView provides
impact analysis prior to software distribution,
assures compliance with security and business
policy, and supports intermittently connected
mobile devices. Existing update management
(UM) tools are designed to aid system administrators with two primary problems. First, the diverse
set of software and hardware configurations
present in a large network presents a great deal of
complexity that cannot be effectively handled by
a human. UM tools often provide inventory tracking and selective installation based on specific software/hardware combinations to help reduce this
complexity. Second, UM tools provide a mechanism for content distribution in the network.

In this article, we propose a distributed architecture model that can be used to design and evaluate software update management tools. There are
five components in the model, and we study three
components that are related to WSNs: the execution environment at the sensor nodes, the distribution protocol in the network and data
compression of transported software. We proceed
to describe the design space of each component
and discuss in-depth the trade-offs that need to
be considered when making a particular design
choice. The discussion is interspersed with examples of deployed systems to highlight different
design choices.
We continue with a presentation of the components of the UM tool model in the next section. The
third section describes three types of execution
environments present in WSNs. The forth section
describes the choices available for update distribution protocols. The fifth section shows the techniques used for optimizing the size of updates. We
conclude in the sixth section.

Update Management Model

S

ensor networks will never succeed if they
require constant management from an
entire IT department.

In addition to helping with management complexity and content distribution, management
tools in the WSN domain must also take into
account the severe resource constraints at individual nodes and the wireless medium of communication. These constraints render the existing
solutions for the traditional systems ineffective for
WSNs. Therefore new techniques need to be developed for software update management in WSNs.

Figure 1 shows a conceptual model of an update
manager for wireless sensor networks. The Base
Station (BS) on the left represents a server connected to the sensor network that is not resource
constrained. The Sensor Network (SN) on the right
is made up of many sensor nodes, each of which
operates with severe resource limitations. In the
context of this paper, we use the term ‘resource’ in
a traditional way to refer to energy, network bandwidth, CPU computation and memory. A sensor
node is typically equipped with a low bandwidth
radio, an MHz (instead of GHz) micro-controller,
and kilobytes (instead of megabytes) of RAM to
provide prolonged operations under battery
power.

Figure 1. Update manager model

Copyright © 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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The model is made up of five main components:

able underlying hardware. A significant hardware
feature is the memory management unit (MMU).
When present, an MMU is able to significantly ease
the software update process owing to its ability to
present a virtual memory space, making much of
the code position independent and adding safety
boundaries to programs. Unfortunately many of
the small microcontrollers used in WSNs are not
equipped with an MMU. Without an MMU, a node
operates in a single address space that is vulnerable to incorrect or malicious memory references
and is not friendly to position independence. This
section examines execution environments with an
MMU and those without an MMU. Execution environments running on hardware without an MMU
are further subdivided into three categories: monolithic environments, modular environments and
virtual machines (VM).

1. User interface (UI) is used by system administrator to plan for software updates, select
potential targets based on system parameter
and monitor the progress of the updates.
2. Database (DB) stores software images from
past updates, potential images or patches for
current and future updates, and keeps system
parameters from the network needed for
target selection and update planning.
3. Data optimizer (DO) minimizes the size of
updates before they are distributed to the
network.
4. Distribution protocol (DP) transmits updates
into targeted sensor nodes and provides
some form of reliability.
5. Execution environment (EE) executes programs
on a sensor node.
A typical update process that involves all five
components could be the following. A system
administrator uses the UI to plan a bug fix for a
sensor driver installed in the network. The UI
pulls the new and old sensor drivers from the DB
and passes them to the data optimizer, which
compares the two versions and generates a compressed patch. The patch is passed on to the
distribution protocol for delivery to nodes in the
sensor network. When the patch arrives at a destination node, the execution environment uses the
patch to fix the sensor driver and restart the
sensing service.
This paper details update operations occurring
in wireless sensor network, while abstracting
away operations at the UI and DB running on the
base station. Although the techniques used in
sensor nodes typically involve cross-component
optimization, this paper treats the data optimizer,
distribution protocol and execution environment
as logically separate entities. The next three sections will discuss them each in turn.

Execution Environments
An execution environment supports program
execution on top of the hardware provided by a
node in a network. Heterogeneous hardware availability and application needs in the WSN domain
have led to a variety of specialized execution environments customized to make best use of the avail-

Copyright © 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

—Execution Environments with
an MMU—
Some WSN nodes use a processor equipped
with an MMU, but are typically limited to a
smaller number of high-power nodes used to
manage groups of lower power nodes. Two examples of such systems include the Stargate7 and the
iPAQ. These systems often run a mature operating
system such as Linux.8 Example execution environments for this class of device are EmStar9 from
UCLA, Impala*10,11 from Princeton, and SensorWare12 from UCLA. EmStar uses a modular
abstraction implemented on top of Linux. Individual modules are executed as separate processes
that each benefit from the memory safety provided
by the MMU. Since processes run in a virtual
address space they can be easily upgraded at run
time without needing to worry about references
to absolute memory address. SensorWare implements a modified TCL interpreter to provide a VM
for users, also running on top of Linux. While not
critical for its operation, the MMU significantly
eases the implementation of the TCL interpreter
used in SensorWare. Impala allows updates in the
form of a software module to be installed on a
running system. Each module implements event
handlers to process the events dispatched by
Impala middleware.
*Impala has been ported to an MMU-less device without update
functionality.
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—Execution Environments without
an MMU—
Many low-power WSN devices are based upon
microcontrollers without MMUs. Execution environments for these systems must be designed to
operate in the single address space provided by
the microcontroller. Three possible execution environments include: monolithic environments,
modular environments and VM. Each of these
environments optimizes for slightly different
program needs.

Monolithic environment—Monolithic environments strive to provide efficient program execution by statically optimizing the entire program
executable during compilation. This results in a
system image with the application and system
kernel intertwined to make for efficient use of CPU
and memory. Examples of this are TinyOS13 from
Berkeley and Mantis14 from the University of
Colorado, Boulder.
Because the executable is a monolithic image,
the update process typically constructs a new
image in a secondary storage such as external flash
or EEPROM.15,16 It is therefore important for monolithic environments to include algorithms and
protocols required for updates in the static image
build. While monolithic environments provide a
very efficient execution environment, the energy
cost of updates can be high. The entire new system
image needs to be on the destination node, often
resulting in large patches that increase network
expenses and image reconstruction costs on costly
external storage. Under ‘Date Optimizer’, below,
we will talk about techniques to relieve this by
minimizing the size of the update.
During a software update, it is sometimes necessary to preserve the data or states associated
with the program. Examples of such program
states are neighbor tables associated with link
characteristics, routing tables, and parameters of
sensor calibration. Saving and restoring these
states can be a complex operation during updates
of monolithic environments when memory is
allocated statically for performance reasons. Since
memory allocation for software states is resolved
at compile time, monolithic environments have no
inherent semantic knowledge about memory
layout. Data access is often accomplished through
direct RAM addressing, resulting in a system that

Copyright © 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

depends on data being at specific absolute
addresses. Thus, simply copying RAM contents to
persistent storage before an update and copying it
back after an update does not work when there is
any rearranging of memory. While we are not
aware of any work in this domain, there appear to
be a number of possible solutions. Each piece of
state in memory can have an owner responsible
for storing the state before an update and restoring the state after the update. This approach
allows the system to only store states that are
needed and store each in a subsystem-specific
manner. Another approach is to name all state data
so that they are independent of RAM addresses.
This indirect addressing of state allows for easy
storage and restoration of state by the kernel, and
provides an easy means to share state between
independent system components.

A

combination of no MMU, CPU
constraints, and the entire system
image being replaced during an update
makes safety very challenging in monolithic
environments.

A combination of no MMU, CPU constraints,
and the entire system image being replaced during
an update makes safety very challenging in monolithic environments. Traditional solutions based on
proof-carrying code17 no longer apply. The type of
processor used in these lower-power sensor nodes
is highly unlikely to be able to execute a compiler
or even verify proof-carrying code. Further, the
lack of an MMU makes fault isolation difficult.
One solution might be based on software sand
boxing in a single address space, as described in
Wahbe et al.18 to catch illegal memory references at
run time via checks added around instructions at
compile time. However, this solution will not work
for malicious code that has no illegal memory
references.

Modular environment—Modular environments provide an environment where individual
modules can be independently loaded on demand.
This results in a very flexible system. Examples
of modular systems include Contiki19 from the
Swedish Institute, Bertha20 from MIT and SOS21
from UCLA.
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In a modular environment the system is divided
into two parts: a static image (kernel) and the loadable component images (modules). The kernel
provides facilities such as communications, I/O
and memory management that modules use to
extend the functionalities of the system. Modules
access kernel services at predefined address or
through a system jump table. Since modules are
loosely coupled, communication between them
tends to be indirect and more expensive than
simple function calls. Direct memory access from
modules is difficult because memory allocation is
resolved during module loading time instead of
compilation time. Compared to monolithic environments, the efficiency of the execution is lower
due to lack of global optimizations at compilation
time.21 However, updates can be inexpensive since
patches are localized and external memory is
rarely needed during patching. Modular environments can save energy compared to monolithic
environments when they are used for a deployment needing updates to its code base. One challenge for modular environments is to have a kernel
that supports flexible operations while minimizing
the kernel size and complexity, so that a kernel
update is a rare event. At the same time the kernel
should minimize the overhead from the provided
flexibility.
Updates in modular environments are relatively
easy compared to those in monolithic environments. The kernel can be updated using the same
techniques used in monolithic environments but
with a lower energy cost. The kernel, once stabilized, requires less frequent updates than monolithic environments because the static image
consists of select hardware drivers and resource
management routines that are can undergo more
extensive testing and expect a stable development
cycle. Even when an update is necessary, the size
of static image is smaller than its monolithic counterpart because the application-specific part of the
system does not affect the kernel update. When
updating modules there is no need to save the
states of other modules. This feature comes naturally in a modular environment because modules
are inherently relocatable and address independent. Since some form of dynamic memory is often
used for module state, it is a simple task for the
kernel to isolate the state of a module. Finally,
the smaller size of modules allows them to be
updated in-place, without the need for external

storage that typically requires high energy for
writing.
Modular environments do no better than monolithic environments for code safety. However, if a
fault within a module can be found, removing the
faulty module is an easy task in a modular system.

Copyright © 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Virtual machine environment—VM environments virtualize underlying hardware to provide
high-level operations to applications through an
instruction interpreter. This enables the creation
of scripts that can be loaded onto a sensor node at
any time after deployment. An example of this
type of system is the Maté VM22 from Berkeley.
Since the environment is implemented in software, it is possible to support very high-level
instructions. An example could be the creation of
a single instruction that reads a sensor and sends
the returned value to the network. High-level
instructions allow for the construction of compact
scripts with small network overhead that can be
run directly out of RAM. Finding the right level of
abstraction for high-level instructions is a challenging problem. If an instruction is too specific it
may not be useful after a software update, but
overly general instructions result in increased
script sizes, reducing the benefits of using a VM.
Perhaps the most beneficial property of a VM is
code safety. VM typically interprets a program
in a sandbox where direct access to hardware is
not possible. Since all accesses to resources are
managed indirectly through VM, code safety is
provided without additional cost.
Updates in a VM environment can take the form
of new application scripts. Since these scripts can
be very small the network cost is minimized and
the script can run directly out of RAM, resulting
in a very low update cost. The interpretation of
VM instructions requires more work than executing native programs, resulting in a higher execution cost.21 As updates become more frequent, the
savings in update costs of a VM environment
make up for the increased execution cost.
—Summary—
This section briefly examined execution environments for nodes with an MMU and then
focused on execution environments for nodes
without an MMU. A summary of the specialized
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Energy costs
Network transmission
External storage
On-chip storage
Program execution
Update flexibility
Example system

Monolithic
environment

Modular
environment

Virtual machine
environment

Worst
Worst
Worst
Best
Best
TinyOS

Middle
Middle
Middle
Middle
Middle
SOS

Best
Best
Best
Worst
Worst
Mate

Table 1. Relative comparison of different execution environments. Note that data optimization through
compression can be used for data transmission in all three types of environments
Energy costs
Update tasks in VM
Energy cost of updating VM
Cost of interpretation

VM + monolithic
environment
Low
High
Low

VM + modular
environment
Low
Low
High

Table 2. Relative comparison of multi-environments. The table presents the trade-offs when VM is
implemented on top of the other two execution environments
categories is presented in Table 1. An interesting
area to examine is the role of multiple execution
environments in a single deployment. An example
includes running a VM on top of a modular system
or splitting, changing the amount of functionality
supplied by the VM compared to the underlying
system. This would allow efficient execution of
core services that rarely change while continuing
to support easy modification to simple applications running on the VM.
The choice of environment used by VM presents
similar trade-offs, as has been shown between
monolithic and modular environments. When a
monolithic environment is used, adding one VM
instruction would mean updating the whole
monolithic environment. On the other hand, a
modular environment allows ease of adding
new instructions in the form of a module with
slightly higher interpretation overhead. We are
currently investigating VM on top of a modular
environment. In this model, each module implements one or more VM instructions. Since
modules can be added on the fly, the capability
of VM can be enhanced at run time with lower
cost of update. Table 2 shows a comparison of
multi-environments.

Distribution Protocol
Distribution protocols deliver software updates
to intended target sensor nodes. From a network

Copyright © 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

management point of view, this can be divided
into three conceptual steps:
1. Select intended targets.
2. Deliver software updates.
3. Verify the completion of update.
Unless the target is intended for every sensor
node, a naming convention is required. This can be
an attribute–value pair used in Directed diffusion.23 Once the target is selected, delivering software updates can be thought of as a variant of data
multicast. Although data distribution protocols
have been studied in both wireless ad hoc networks24,25 and in distributed systems,26–28 unique
characteristics of sensor networks and the nature
of software update limit the applicability of these
solutions.29–35
First, communication is very expensive in
WSNs. This is a result of the combined cost of the
radio itself and, when the radio is driven by a software driver on the main microprocessor, CPU time
is dedicated to managing the radio. Second, the
battery-powered sensor nodes require minimization of distribution protocols for overall energy
usage rather than only optimizing for network
overhead. Although radio is the major energy
consumer, CPU and external flash can consume
significant energy during the active state. For
example, software updates can be large enough to
overflow into costly secondary storage that can
consume an order of magnitude more energy.33,36
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Third, wireless link failures are a common event37
and sensor nodes can lose connectivity for a prolonged amount of time.38 Such a link failure can
cause a node to miss an update during distribution. Hence, the members of sensor network are
considered to be dynamic rather than static.
Fourth, software updates are different from pure
data delivery. Software, once updated, will
produce data, and it is possible that the updated
data format is different from old one. Lastly, the
nature of software updates requires successful
delivery of the entire update in a timely manner.34
In contrast to best effort delivery used in some
data-gathering applications, an update is only
valuable when it is complete.
In the following, we will summarize the
research efforts in target selection, software delivery and update completion verification. It is
important to keep in mind that the sensor network
research community has largely focused on efficient data delivery. Many of the works assume that
the targets of an update are selected and the
routing tree has been built, or the intended targets
are simply all of the sensor nodes. We have only
seen one paper that deals with completion verification, using report generation.30 Therefore, we
will highlight the challenges and sketch possible
solutions.

metadata carries desired location information as a
qualifier, it is possible to evaluate only the metadata for nodes in the bounding area. For most
other cases, the metadata must be evaluated on
individual sensor nodes. This means that the
metadata has to be delivered to every sensor
node in the network, bounded by any established
location properties, to guarantee the coverage
of intended targets. Further, to avoid expensive
flash writing of large updates for sensor nodes that
are not intended, it is beneficial to deliver metadata first instead of appending metadata in the
update.
It is instructive to compare the data naming
proposed in Directed diffusion23 against software naming. To execute a piece of software, additional resources are needed. Typically, software
occupies the CPU and controls blocks of memory
for a certain amount of time. Therefore, metadata
for software updates should also serve the
purpose of preventing over-subscription of
resources.

—Target Selection—
To enable target selection, management tools
often provide naming services for grouping target
sensor nodes. The naming scheme can be as simple
as the address of the node or as complex as
attribute–value pair with operators on attributes.
Because the topology of the sensor network is not
fixed owing to wireless link failure, a multicast tree
(i.e., path to intended sensor nodes) cannot be statically built. Further, some attributes can only be
evaluated at run time, such as battery level and
sensor readings. The best the system can do is to
compress the name and defer the evaluation of
target membership to run-time evaluation. Such
a name becomes the metadata attached to the
update for distribution. The metadata is then used
during distribution to decide whether to install the
update. Although it is possible to use metadata for
forwarding decisions, in many situations only the
geographic information (i.e., the location of a
sensor node) is of use for routing. That is, when

Copyright © 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

—Update Delivery—
Once the targets are selected, delivering updates
becomes a multicast problem. This is a two-step
process: metadata flooding and multicast update.
Metadata can be used to determine the membership of a multicast group, and then the update is
delivered through the multicast group. Since it is
possible for a sensor node to lose connectivity for
a prolonged amount of time,38 most application
domains require that the update process needs to
be continuous throughout the lifetime of the
network.34 This means that the system must try to
synchronize the metadata throughout the network
and form multicast groups on demand when
metadata is evaluated to be true. For this architecture to work, a lightweight flooding algorithm and
on-demand multicast protocol are needed. The
current state of sensor network research focuses
on efficient flooding, with very little work on ondemand multicast. In the following, we will focus
on efficient flooding. Interested readers can find
on-demand multicast routing in ad hoc network
research such as ODMRP.39
Probably the earliest work of efficient flooding
in WSN is SPIN (Sensor Protocols for Information
via Negotiation).29 SPIN follows a three-way hand-
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Figure 2. SPIN protocol handshake: (a) source node broadcasts advertisement; (b) those nodes that
need the data request from source; (c) source node broadcasts data
shake as shown in Figure 2: ADV, REQ, and
DATA. In ADV phase, each sensor node does a
one-hop broadcast to advertise what it has in a
compact format. If the node needs the data, it then
sends REQ back to advertiser. Advertiser, upon
hearing REQ, does a one-hop broadcast DATA.
The benefit of this scheme is that a node will not
receive redundant data, as happened in classic
flooding.
Trickle34 improves the scheme by noticing that
ADV needs to be periodically broadcast, and this
can consume a significant amount of energy over
time. It solves the problem by borrowing the suppression mechanism in SRM (Scalable Reliable
Multicast).40 Specifically, the node will only broadcast ADV when it has not heard a few other nodes
transmit the same ADV. Trickle further uses
implicit REQ in that it will broadcast DATA when
it hears others sending old ADV. This allows
Trickle to be scalable even in a high-density
network.
Deluge33 extends Trickle to support efficient
flooding of large data. It divides large data into
segments that are bigger than radio MTU
(maximum transmit unit) and restricts each sensor
node to request data from each segment sequentially. That is, each sensor node will request data
from one segment until the transfer of the segment
is completed. In a sense, the flooding is staged
into each segment. The key idea is to localize the
error (i.e., packet loss) and hence lower the cost of
recovery.30 The benefits are twofold: the state
required for recording current available data in the
segment is minimized, and it is possible to spatially multiplex the data transmission in a
segment.

Copyright © 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

—Completion Verification—
The last step in software distribution is to verify
the completeness of the update. From a management point of view, the information can be used
to as certain the stableness of the network. For
example, one of the primary functions of WSN is
to gather data. It is necessary to know whether the
program used to gather data is up to date. It might
sometimes be desirable to know which and when
nodes are up to date—information that can be
used to reject invalid data. Based on the above, we
believe that completion verification should consist
of three types of information:
1. Percentage of nodes that are up to date for
tracking the progress of update.
2. The ID of the nodes that are up to date.
3. The time the nodes were last updated.
The implementation of completion verification
can be any data-gathering application, such as
Directed diffusion23 or TinyDB.41

—Summary—
A well-designed update distribution protocol
consists of three components: target selection,
update delivery and completion verification. All
three components have been implemented separately in the context of WSNs. A successful implementation is likely to include a subset of all three
components. This means that a significant amount
of program memory will be occupied for enabling
update distribution. For updates in a monolithic
environment, the protocol will be transmitted over
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the air. For a modularized and VM environment,
this implies an even bigger kernel. It is important
to note that the distribution protocol is a service to
allow updates, but itself does not provide a direct
utility to users. The challenge of the distribution
protocol is to minimize the required functionalities
while keeping it flexible to handle future updates.

sensor nodes. We describe three potential
approaches to solving this challenge: data compression, differential patching, and using highlevel languages.

Data Optimizer
While the distribution protocol tries to minimize
the overhead associated with delivering updates
to the sensor nodes, the data optimizer minimizes
the size of updates. To minimize the size of
updates over the network, the encoder on the
base station performs lossless compression on the
updates and then passes the update to the distribution protocol. When this compressed update
arrives in sensor nodes, a decoding process will be
used to reconstruct the updates for the targeted
environment. In sensor networks, resource constraints complicate this process.
Sensor nodes are typically equipped with a CPU
having limited processing power to conserve
energy. Decoding can be CPU intensive, increasing
CPU active time during the update process and
potentially offsetting energy savings due to
decreased transmission expenses. Additionally,
access to external storage consumes a significant
amount of energy.36,42 Since the size of an update
can be much larger than the size of in-system
volatile memory, the decoding process may have
to run in external memory, which provides larger
capacity at a higher energy cost. In a wireless environment where packet loss is common, buffering
updates can be costly owing to external storage
access. It would be ideal to allow each fragment of
an update to be processed independently to avoid
buffering.

A

significant challenge to software
updates in WSNs is choosing a lossless
data encoding that can be efficiently done on
highly resource-constrained sensor nodes.

A significant challenge to software updates in
WSNs is choosing a lossless data encoding that can
be efficiently done on highly resource-constrained

Copyright © 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

—Compression—
Compression algorithms are used to minimize
the size of updates. Typical usage would compress
updates at the base station and then distribute the
compressed update to sensor nodes for decompression. Although this scheme is fairly easy to
implement, as compression libraries are widely
available, care must be taken when choosing
decompression algorithms. Barr and Asanovic42
have shown that simply sending fewer bits may
not reduce the total energy of a task. This is seen
by examining the causes of energy consumption
that occur when sending compressed data: CPU,
memory, and network. Energy saved from sending
smaller network packets may be overwhelmed by
increased energy costs from the CPU. For example,
choosing a compression algorithm with a slightly
better compression ratio might be bad because of
an order of magnitude greater CPU usage during
decompression. In choosing compression algorithms, it is important to be aware of the marginal
gain of network energy and the marginal loss of
memory and CPU energy. Thus, a compression
algorithm must be chosen such that it is optimized
for memory and CPU usage in addition to compression ratios.

—Differential Patching—
When an update is an incremental improvement
on a deployed procedure, such as a bug fix or parameter change, the new image is often very similar
to the old version. When this is the case, the difference between two images can be transmitted as
the update. Typical operation in this scheme is to
describe the difference between two versions in
terms of an edit script. Such a script often uses commands that can copy data from the old image,
modify data from the old image, and insert new
data.15,16 This edit script is sent to the sensor node
for reconstruction. Although this basic scheme
works quite well for minor changes, larger changes
require a more complicated edit script language.
Often a small change is made in the source code,
resulting in a similar but shifted new binary
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—Summary—

Figure 3. Address change due to new function
image. Figure 3 shows this situation. In Reijers and
Langendoen,15 the authors suggested a new script
command called ‘patch list’ to shift the address
from the old image to the new image, moving
groups of functions together. A list of {begin
address, end address, offset} can be used to reconstruct the new image instead of listing all the differences in terms of addresses. Unfortunately, this
solution is instruction format specific. In Jeong and
Culler,16 the authors describe an approach derived
from rsync43 that is independent of instruction set.
The key idea is to divide the image into a fixed size
block, and then try to match the old block at any
offset using a rolling checksum. A third solution
to this problem is the use of relocatable updates.
For example, SOS21 supports dynamically loadable
modules that are relocatable.

—High-Level Instructions—
While not strictly a compression technique,
the use of high-level instructions for a virtual
machine12,22 can optimize the amount of data sent
over a network. The key idea is to abstract the real
hardware with commonly used and high-level
instructions that support common combinations of
underlying tasks, such as reading a sensor value
and then sending the result to a base station. When
there is a need for an update, a new script can be
written to describe the task. Since the instructions
are very high level, this script is often very
compact despite its complex functionality.

Copyright © 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

We have described three approaches for minimizing the size of updates. Note that the above
three options are not exclusive. Compression
could be used on a differential update of a script
running on a VM. In this case a differential update
is generated between the new update and current
task for VM, then the differential is passed to a
compression algorithm to produce the final form
of update.
This section has described the techniques independent of distribution protocols. In practice the
data optimizer typically interacts with the distribution protocol to reduce the cost of update. For
example, decompression may be done on packet
boundaries to avoid buffering.15 The distribution
protocol transmits compressed fragments of
updates, while the data optimizer generates new
fragments. The potential benefit is that there is no
need to wait for all fragments before beginning
decompression. However, such an approach may
not be suited for distributed distribution protocols
where in-network caching is used heavily. Specifically, if the update is decompressed on an intermediate node without caching the compressed
packet, retransmission from the cache has either
to transmit a decompressed version or perform
compression on the fly.

Conclusion and Future
Directions
Execution environments present a trade-off
between execution efficiency and update overhead. Total power consumption of an update
process can be defined as the long-term (execution) power consumption plus the short-term
(update) power consumption. Long-term power
consumption depends on energy consumption
of an execution environment and the frequency
of execution. Short-term power consumption
depends on energy consumption of the update
process and the frequency of update requests. It is
clear that when the frequency of updates is high,
it makes sense to lower the cost of the update
process at the expense of a more expensive execution environment. The challenge is then to know
in advance the types and frequencies of updates
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that will be likely, so that an appropriate execution
environment can be used.
Update distribution protocols trade off between
update reliability and the cost of an update. When
inconsistency can be handled internal to the
network, the value of a completely reliable update
mechanism decreases. With research efforts
toward eventual consistency, the challenge is to
provide better language support for handling
inconsistencies.
Compression and differential patching provide a
way to reduce the size of an update. Since the cost
of accessing external storage is high, it might be
better to avoid caching all together and patch the
software directly on top of the running program.
On the other hand, the cost of distributing an
update becomes higher due to lack of local cache for
quick recovery. One simple improvement may be
caching some fragments of an update in some
nodes so that the cost of recovery is lower.
The area of update management is still young in
sensor networks and requires more effort. We hope
this article serves as an initial call for help.
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